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‘But in those Days, after that Tribulation, the Sun shall be darkened, and the Moon shall not give
her light. And the Stars of Heaven shall fall’…. – Mark 13: 24-26

The purpose of this study is to correlate the solar eclipses within the 2014-15 Tetrad
based on the mathematical Golden Ratio or Fibonacci Sequence. This analysis will
consider the solar eclipses that are directly associated with the 4 Blood Moons of the
Tetrad of 2014-15. It appears that the eclipses within the Tetrad culminate in a
sequence based on specific mathematical factors of time and frequency. This
correlation is primarily associated with the start and mid-point of the Tetrad when the
Fibonacci Sequence is applied. If this would be the case, one could use the Fibonacci
Sequence to possibly extrapolate the timeline of other prophetic events based on the
Golden Ratio day-counts. The Fibonacci Sequence takes the numbers derived from the
Golden Ratio and ascribes them into a binary code. This code has many uses and has
found application in such areas from programming to market analysis, etc.
These mathematical counts starting from certain eclipses could suggest if possible enddates may occur after the Tetrad of 2014-15 and if there would be any prophetic
significance to them. This study suggests that the Golden Ratio foremost has a
prophetic association with the eclipses time. Why is this important? Such a template
could lend a clue as to when, for example the prophetic 70th Week of Daniel could
possibly be initiated. Perhaps the eclipses within the Tetrad could be serving as
‘benchmark’ in the celestial clock of eschatology or countdown. The Tetrads could very
well be associated with the Rapture of the Bride of Christ given such a mathematical
sequence that could allude to when the end of the Church Age will be perhaps. Christ
did admonish His Followers during the Olivet Discourse to heed the Signs of the
Heavens. Such occurrences are primarily marked by particular solar and lunar eclipses.
To reiterate, this study suggests that prophecy is a condition that is subject to the same
Fibonacci Sequence and that Biblical Prophecy is revealed and/or occurs in phi ratio of
time. If this is the case, then future prophetic events can perhaps be ascertained by this
key to prophetic fulfillments. Regarding prophecy, Mark 13 does have multiple layers of
meaning and may be difficult to discern but the Signs given were in direct association to
Jesus’ 2nd coming. Unlike the book of Revelation, the Olivet Discourse was given in
chronological order. Biblical Prophecy has an immediate fulfillment and a long-term
prophetic fulfillment that is also intertwined with the past, present and future events all in
the same context.
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Prophetic Time Sequences
The Signs, in the context of the Olivet Discourse depend on the time at which the
prophecies where spoken. To the Disciples of Christ, the prophecies that Christ spoke
about were all in the ‘future’ from their reference point in time. It alluded to a future time
associated with the coming completion of Israel’s judgment, persecution, desolation,
etc. In the past, Daniel’s Abomination of Desolation was referenced within the past
during Jesus’ discourse with His Disciples but of a future fulfillment. Christ alluded to the
Prophet Daniel’s ‘Weeks of Years’ prophecy as the foundational code to End Times that
would repeat itself, and this in phi ratio of time as this study purports. For example, the
Temple within the past was desecrated many times as it will be yet in a future fulfillment.
From the current reference point in time, it has been history in the making however,
there is yet a future desolation is still to be realized; this necessitates a 3rd Temple. The
End Time portions of the prophecy of Christ’s Return by His own account are
specifically associated with the 3rd Temple, the AntiChrist and a Time of Jacob’s
Troubles. Thus, certain Signs like eclipses, as they were then are also prophetic
indicators of future prophetic events yet to be fulfilled. In the Olivet Discourse, Christ
extrapolated that certain prophetic events, especially at the end of the Church Age were
to be corresponding directly with the Sun, Moon and the Stars, thus solar and lunar
eclipses. This is exactly what Joel and then reiterated by Peter purported on the 1st
Pentecost. This means that prophecy is subject to mathematical time and it is also
pegged to astronomical occurrences, etc.
Thus certain eclipses may be a key to discerning what is to come in this Terminal
Generation per Psalm 150. This study is only suggesting that at least, the mathematical
analysis of such an association between the solar eclipses and the Fibonacci Sequence
as it relates to specific 2014-15 Tetrad and beyond should be investigated as each of
the total Blood Moons of the Tetrad occur on the YHVH’s Feast Days. This in itself is
extremely significant. It may be plausible that one of the eclipses associated with the
Tetrad or in future Blood Moon subject to a Fibonacci Sequence could possibly be the
start of Daniels 2520 day count. What is known and verifiable is that the Tetrad started
on Passover of April 14, 2014 and ends on a Super Moon of Sukkot on September 28,
2015.
Thus, this study suggests that based on the examination of the dates of the eclipses, a
2520 day-count of Daniel can be factored in to ascertain a possible prophetic end-date.
Several of the end days from the Tetrad Blood Moons and particular solar eclipse ended
on the Feast Day of Yom Kippur, 2015 and will in 2019 and 2020. Perhaps the Tetrad of
2014-15 is somehow associated then with Daniel’s ‘countdown’ to the ‘Time of Jacob’s
Tribulation’ and Jesus’ return. What is contested among eschatological circles is
whether the last prophetic Week of Years per Daniel is a literal 7-year period or a
prophetic 1 week or 3.5 years. This 1 Week is also constituted on the 360 Jewish
calendar day-counts so it will actually be less than the modern 7 years based on the
356 day calendar or what is referred to as the Gregorian Calendar. As to whether the
1st 3.5 years have been fulfilled or that erroneously, one is currently in it is for another
study.
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The Phi Prophetic of Time
Suffice to know that the book of Revelation does give a specific day-count of these
prophetic week of years based on the number 7. The question that Bible scholars have
grappled with the subject of End Times is, if the Tribulation is a single uninterrupted 7ear timespan, then at what point will the 1260 day count commence? Will the 2
Witnesses be on the scene at the ‘beginning’ of the 3.5 years or at the start at the
‘midpoint’ which is 3.5 years into the 7-year timespan? Will the Rapture start the count?
Also, the Tribulation Period does not have to immediately commence once the Rapture
occurs. There will probably be a transitional period or ‘gap’ after the Rapture to give
enough time for an explanation or the ‘Great Lie’. The subsequent Luciferian plans will
have time at the beginning be directly implemented through their New World Order that
is to come to explain away the Rapture event.
This study is only suggesting that the association of all these prophetic events are
perhaps associated mathematically an in phi ratio at that to the eclipses to the Tetrad
countdown that itself is in approximate phi ratio proportion to the 1949-50 and 1967-68
Tetrads and are specifically pegged with the March 20, 2015 total eclipse on the Spring
Equinox. Based on the solar eclipse pattern, this illustration only seeks to ascertain if
this will be a significant date do occur that are related to the Tetrad. As it has been
noted, the Tetrad is just a series of 4 consecutive total lunar eclipses that are called
Blood Moons. The following are a few examples of events dealing with the End of Days.
1) 7 Years x 360 days/year = 2520 Days / 2 = 1260 days
2) The amount of days that the AntiChrist is to initially reign = 1260 days
3) The amount of days that the 2 Witnesses have = 1260 days
4) As a standard of measure then we have 1260 x 2 = 2520 prophetic days
5) 3.5 Prophetic Years of 360 days = 360 prophetic days/year divided by 1260 days

The term ‘Blood Moon’ comes about because as the Moon is covered by the Sun Disk,
the light takes on a red color due to the light bending and shifting to the red zone in the
light spectrum. The unique attribute about a Tetrad, especially the triple 1949-19672014 series is that they corresponded to YHVH’s Feast days down to the very day.
What is unique about a Tetrad is that the Blood Moons occur on Passover and Sukkot
or Tabernacles in alternating sequence. The argument is though if the Tetrad Blood
Moons are significant because they also correspond specifically to the nation of Israel.
Given the prior historical record of what has transpired in the past during such
occurrences in Israel, it cannot be good for Israel.
The mathematical sequence is based on the works of Leonard Fibonacci who lived in
the 13th century. The Fibonacci Sequence is also referred to as the Golden Ratio φ.
This mathematical ratio has been found to occur in many forms within nature, basically
in all of Creation. Thus prophecies applied with this mathematical sequence could show
a relationship between when a particular place and time of one event will relate to the
other. The phi ratio is seen even in the Solar System and in all created things. It is also
called the ‘Signature of the Creator’, etc. For example, if the Moon were to be in a
circular orbit close enough to the Earth and in the same orbital plane, there would be
total solar eclipses every single month.
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Celestial Patterns of Prophecy
The Earth's orbit is called the Ecliptic Plane because the Moon's orbit must cross this in
order for an eclipse, both solar as well as lunar to occur. The Sun's distance from the
Earth is about 400 times the Moon's distance. Amazingly, the Sun's diameter is about
400 times the Moon's diameter. Because these ratios are approximately the same, the
Sun and the Moon, as seen from Earth, appear to be approximately the same size;
about 0.5 degree of arc. The Moon's orbit is angled at more than 5º to the earth's orbit
around the sun so its shadow at a New Moon often misses the Earth. The Moon's actual
orbit is elliptical, often taking it too far away from the Earth so that its apparent size is
not large enough to block the Sun totally. The orbital planes cross each year at a line of
nodes resulting in at least 2, and up to 5 solar eclipses occurring each year. No more
than 2 of the eclipses can be total eclipses.
Total solar eclipses are rare at any particular location because they occur only along a
narrow path of the Earth's surface traced by the Moon's shadow or Umbra. The
frequency of the 4 eclipses within the Tetrad, on the other hand is more dramatic and
intense. They have a huge range, almost at the opposite Poles of the Earth. Indeed, the
Fibonacci Sequence seems to be the ‘Signature’ of YHVH; it is the ‘thumbprint’ of
Christ. Perhaps even the very WORD of GOD and utterances could be subject to this
property. To reiterate, what this study strongly suggests however is that prophecy itself
occurs in a phi ratio sequence. In recent years, for example the solar eclipse of April 28,
2014 and September 13, 2015 were almost identical in symmetry when projected onto
the Earth. They both occurred at the South Pole region of Antarctica.
The 2 center solar eclipses of October 23, 2014 and March 20, 2015 within the Tetrad
mirrored each other’s path and both occurred on the Northern Hemisphere, North
America and Europe. In Europe, it occurred from Iceland to Jerusalem. Perhaps this is a
prelude to when ‘Darkness’ will beset the kingdom of the AntiChrist due to this total
eclipse on the Spring Equinox or be another ‘heavenly body’ that blocks out the Sun
during the Tribulation Period. What could start the Tribulation Period is a geo-political
decree. The only such decrees made were during Yom Kippur starts on the 10th Day in
the month of Tishrei. However other ‘Royal Decrees’ have been made during Passover
as was the Decree of Cyrus to liberate the Jews and give permission to re-build the
Temple in Jerusalem.
As to Yom Kippur, this LORD’s Feast is also known as Day of Atonement when the
Year of Jubilee would be proclaimed. Will the coming AntiChrist as such a time proclaim
a similar ‘decree’; of his New World Order perhaps? It is the holiest and most solemn
day of the year for the Jews. Its central themes are repentance and atonement. The
word Kippur comes from a root word that means ‘to cover or hide’. There is also a link of
Yom Kippur to the word kapporet. Yom Kippur completes the period known as the ‘High
Holy Days’ or Yamim Nora’im or the Days of Awe. With regards to the coming
AntiChrist, it will be a time of ‘Awe’ as deceptively, Israel will be accepting this ‘Man of
Sin’ that comes in ‘his own Name’, etc. As noted, what is peculiar about this Feast in
regards to the other 6 Feasts of YHVH is that the Year of Release or ‘Jubilee’ is
proclaimed on Yom Kippur.
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Many End-Time students of prophecy speculate that 5776 coincides with the Jubilee
Year. This is based on the 49th year count from the liberation of Jerusalem in
1967.Others content it is 2017-18 based on the Religious New Year count from Nissan
to Nissan and not the Civil New Year of the Fall with the Feast of Tabernacles. Yom
Kippur is also directly associated with the Ark of the Covenant. The word Kapporet
means the ‘Mercy Seat’ or the slab that covered the Ark of the Covenant. Perhaps one
of these eclipses will in somehow be associated with the disclosure of the literal Ark of
the Covenant that is to be place in the 3rd Temple at some point in time that might
correlate with the Jubilee Year in some way. Perhaps at the end of the cycle this event
could correlated with some future Blood Moon as well; this would be amazing.
This piece of furniture is the only item that has not been replicated by the Temple
Institute in Jerusalem in preparation for the 3rd Temple. This Ark constructed by Moses
on Mt. Sinai after the Exodus of Israel from Egypt. Based on some interpretaions of the
End Times, this same Ark of the Covenant will be the ‘throne’ on which the AntiChrist
will defile it by sitting on it as he proclaims himself ‘god’ and demands worship from
Israel specifically and the whole world in general from the 3rd Temple in Jerusalem.
This is the ‘Abomination of Desolations’ that Daniel spoke about by some measure of
prophetic interpretation and will occur in some fashion in phi ratio of time yet to be
determined. If Christ referenced such prophetic event with eclipses, perhaps then the
Rapture or the ‘Sudden Destruction’ will be accompanied by some celestial event like
an eclipse.
The book of Revelation also synchronizes many events to specific earthquakes, solar
and lunar eclipses. Thus, using the Fibonacci Sequence, it appears that the total solar
eclipse in the ‘midst’ of the Tetrad could serve as reference points for very important
prophetic events yet to be determined. This is not to say that the Rapture or the 2nd
coming of Christ has to be affiliated with any type of eclipse or mathematical law, but
Christ Himself stated in the Olivet Discourse that they would be at some point in time
based on prior prophetic patterns like the Abomination of Desolations spoken by Daniel
for example. For this study, however the mathematical calculations have been
speculative. Perhaps even the Rapture of the Bride of Christ might coincide with a
mathematical phi ratio of time or an eclipse that will act as ‘precise and punctual’
annotation in the celestial prophetic clock of the Creator.
_________________________
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